• Educational Trip
• Immersed in authentic language and culture
• Utilization of Mandarin and advanced communication skills
• Travel skills and becoming a world citizen
Eligibility

- 7th Grade (Milestone)
- 8th grade (Capstone)
Alternating Itineraries

Taiwan
- The entire island
- Large and small cities
- Ancient and modern towns
- Various types of hotels
- Mountains, rivers, ocean

China
- Three cities
- Authentic China
- Huge country, many layers and faces
- Past, present, and future
Costs

- $3,300 to $4,500
  - Air tickets (international and domestic)
  - Travel insurance
  - Meals and Lodging

- YACA scholarships available
Highlights

• Sister school visit
• Project work
• Adventures with friends
• Challenges and reflection
• The stories belong to you!
Projects
Adventures with friends
Challenges and reflection
Taiwan